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Merry Glade.
Original Soundtrack.

Theme Psy - 1:17 min (320 kbps)

Theme School - 1:21 min (320 kbps)

Theme Animals - 2:24 min (320 kbps)

Theme Tomato - 1:51 min (320 kbps)

Theme Mushrooms - 2:22 min (320 kbps)
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Theme DJ Mushroom - 1:50 min (320 kbps)

Theme Pixel - 2:24 min (320 kbps)

Theme Sur - 2:30 min (320 kbps)

Theme Boss - 2:12 min (320 kbps)

Theme End - 1:52 min (320 kbps)

Bonus - 1:20 min (320 kbps)

Music by Anatoliy Loginovskikh.
Thank you very much!
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It's a good bird game and even has a frog that says "hey.". This game has all the things it shouldn't have:

\u2022 A lot of exploding and flying stuff.

\u2022 A lot of things happening without clear reason (I feel like sometimes blocks are disappearing, and maybe appearing on
their own)

\u2022 Toys - what is this even for?

\u2022 Twitter support

\u2022 Lifes

While lacking things the game like this should have:

\u2022 Online scoreboard

\u2022 Decent help

\u2022 Clear rules

\u2022 A tutorial?

Basically its dr. mario with so much twists and effects that it's no longer easy to pick-up.. Nice Kappa 123. for a game that
started development in 2015, you had more than enough time to add a really simple feature called "CAP FPS"!!!!

pretty simple standard feature that could make the game playable for a high end PC.

*edit - if you have FPS issues, download riva tuner it's a good alternative.

With the frames capped this game is amazing. Used to play it long long time ago, oh the memories. This game is easy to
understand but really really hard to master, it takes time but it gets funnier and funnier when you learn cool stuff. Totally worth
buying. You cannot build your game solely on this, but it really helps give some towns a very distinct feel.. It's a very concise
and well-executed game that gets a lot of variety out of its central mechanic in an elegant fashion. High degree of replayability,
good boss fights with a strong Treasure influence.

grab a copy, grab a controller, grab a keyboard! Grab things and hurl them across the room!
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Really good.. Pfff easy as pie.. Broken on Linux. Spriter Pro not launching.. this game makes me sick literally. it reminds me
doom, for the style of play and also the difficulty.. it's short and decent (with many endings)

If you have some time to kill, you can definitely go for it

only bad part is not many questions are answered. Honestly one of the funniest games on Steam.. I've been play PC games for
over 15 years, I'd say Serious Sam is one of those classic games that you can play million times and still love it as you frist time
play! I frist time played Serious Sam the 2nd encounter in 2003 when I was still in college, the amazing graphic and weirdest
stories deeply shocked me. I played over and over again (online mutiplay has more fun!)By that time I had an ideal that wish
someday the technology can be good enough make people go into the game. And this game would be the frist game I'd like to
try! After 14 years waiting , And now I GOT THE CHANCE!
Also I've been play many many other steam games, But this is the frist review I ever writen on steam. Even other classic games
like portal 2 or half life 2 never made me so excited want to write a review. But after tried this Serious Sam 2nd encounter VR
game, I decide to write this review.
1st of all: The game story no change, exactly like the orginal game, Croteam showing enough respect to the orginal one, That's
the cool thing.
2nd: In VR, I feel something new and different from the old version and HD, because I'm in the game, further understanding of
the game has been sublimated .
3rd: I'd say Serious Sam the 2nd encounter is the best VR game I ever played.
So my suggestion: If you are an old Sam fan, don't ever never miss this VR game, if you don't have VR, you should start saving
money now. Because one your get this VR game and tried, You will understand how I feel!
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